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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a distributed Predictionbased Secure and Reliable routing framework (PSR) for emerging Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs). It can be integrated with a specific routing protocol to improve the latter’s reliability and prevent data injection attacks during data communication. In PSR, using past link quality measurements, each node predicts the quality of every incidental link, and thus any change in the neighbor set as well, for the immediate future. When there are multiple possible next hops for packet forwarding (according to the routing protocol used), PSR selects the one with the highest predicted link quality among them. Specially-tailored lightweight source and data authentication methods are employed by nodes to secure data communication. Further, each node adaptively enables or disables source authentication according to predicted neighbor set change and prediction accuracy so as to quickly filter false source authentication requests. We demonstrate that PSR significantly increases routing reliability and effectively resists data injection attacks through in-depth security analysis and extensive simulation study. Keywords—Wireless body area networks; routing; prediction; reliability; security; data injection attacks



I. I NTRODUCTION Recent advances in microcircuits and medical sensing have made it possible to deploy battery-powered miniaturized sensors on, in or around the human body for long-term healthcare monitoring [1]. These body sensors report their sensory data to a data sink via wireless communication channels. The data sink is a pre-defined portable device, such as a PDA or a cell phone worn on the human body. It may be linked to a remote healthcare agency through the cellular network and/or the Internet, for example. The body sensors and the sink together constitute a small-scale wireless sensor network (WSN), called wireless body area network (WBAN). It enables real-time health-related information to be provided to emergency medical specialists, who are then enabled to deliver appropriate and timely medical treatment to the monitored patients. WBANs are particularly suitable for monitoring people having chronic diseases or working and living under extreme conditions. Although WBANs are deployed in a compact spatial region (along the human body), multi-hop communication rather than single-hop is their main communication pattern. Previous research [2]–[4] indicated that, due to the energy absorption of the human body, the physical channels of WBANs have much higher path loss than those in free space propagation especially



when the communication is non-line of sight (NLOS); this communication, for example, occurs when the sender is placed on the back and the receiver on the chest. Alternatively, high power radio frequency (RF) enforced throughout a large coverage area cannot be used in WBANs because RF energy waves may heat and damage body tissue by energy absorption. This consideration implies that in WBANs, multi-hop communication has advantages and sometimes is an absolute requirement. The experimental study in [5] further confirms that multi-hop communication is most reliable in WBANs. It is rather straightforward to perform multi-hop routing in a small-scale static WSN environment. WBANs are small in size, but they are composed of nodes that move along body gestures. Node mobility leads to dynamically changing network topology and significantly varying RF energy absorption (thus link quality), rendering routing a challenging task. The openness of the wireless media makes it easy for a malicious adversary to launch various security attacks and violate the basic security requirements, i.e., data confidentiality, authenticity, integrity and non-repudiation. This problem exists in any wireless network, but it is more serious in WBANs because the network traffic is health-related, highly personal and usersensitive [6]–[8]. Pure cryptographic security solutions are often computation-intensive and vulnerable to data injection attacks given that body sensors have restricted resources. A data injection attack aims to consume the resources of a target network node by sending false data to it. For example, the attacker may eavesdrop the communication transactions of the target node, retrieve useful authentication information and use it to send false packets to the target node. Without precaution, the target node will put intensive efforts to respond to the false packets; even worse, it may retransmit them to other nodes. In energy-constrained WBANs, data injection attacks can exhaust sensor battery power quickly and reduce network lifetime. Sensors should be intelligent enough to recognize and reject false data at minimal cost. Cryptography alone is not sufficient to solve this security problem. To ensure secure and reliable routing (toward the data sink) in WBANs, the following two requirements must be satisfied, in addition to the aforementioned basic security requirements: • Localized reliable data forwarding: A node should be able to select an incidental link to forward data packets, which



is likely to have high quality in the immediate future. Resilience against data injection attacks: A node should be able to avoid processing false and/or irrelevant data injected into the network during a short period of time. In this paper, we address the two requirements by proposing a novel distributed Prediction-based Secure and Reliable routing framework (PSR), and thus, persistent data injection attacks, regarded as notorious Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks, and other robust and exhaustive adversaries are beyond our scope. It is observed that body sensors may exhibit regular mobility when a user’s physical activity (e.g., swimming and jogging) contains repeated motions, and as a result, link quality and a neighbor sensor set often present periodic changes. This observation serves as the foundation of our proposed PSR routing framework, which can be combined with any specific WBAN routing protocol to increase the latter’s security and reliability performance. By employing PSR, each node maintains an autoregressive (AR) model [9] for every neighbor, based on the link quality measurements (characterized by the received signal power at the other side of the links) between them. Using this model, it predicts the quality of its incidental links as well as the change of its neighbor set. By the underlaying routing protocol, a node selects a subset of incidental links that can be used to forward packets to the data sink; among these links, it chooses the one that has the highest predicted quality as routing next hop. Each node is equipped with two novel authentication mechanisms specifically devised for source authentication and data authentication. It performs lightweight hash-based data authentication for every received data packet; it disables relatively computation-intensive source authentication if its neighbor set is not changing according to the prediction results in order to save computational resources, or enable source authentication otherwise. The logic is that, if the neighbor set is not changing, source authentication will not be necessary since the existing neighbors have already been authenticated. To the best of our knowledge, this prediction-based security technique is proposed for the first time in this paper. Through in-depth analysis, we demonstrate that PSR is resilient against data injection attacks. We evaluate the performance of PSR through extensive simulation. In the simulation, PSR is implemented by being integrated with a hop-count based greedy routing procedure and compared with a previous static tree-based routing protocol [10]. Our simulation results indicate that PSR has significantly (up to 80%) lower packet dropping rate and (up to 50%) shorter routing delay, and that it is able to quickly identify and filter over 70% of the false source authentication requests, effectively resisting data injection attacks. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews some related work, and Sec. III defines frequentlyused notations, the network model and the security model. Section IV introduces a prediction model and security initialization. PSR is proposed in Sec. V, and its security analysis and performance evaluation are presented respectively in Sec. VI and VII. The closing remarks are given in Section VIII. •



II. R ELATED WORK Research has been carried out for efficient data communications in accordance with the multi-hop architecture of WBANs. For example, Latre et al. [10] aim to improve energy efficiency and communication reliability by activity scheduling. In their solution, a static routing tree is built in advance, and time is slotted. Time slots are assigned to sensors according to the routing tree, which then transmit their data only during their assigned time slots. The assignment is carefully done in a hierarchical and distributed manner to reduce idle listening and minimize signal interference. Quwaider et al. [11] propose a dynamic power assignment, that is, to determine the necessary transmission power for each wireless link. In their solution, a sender transmits every packet together with the information about the transmission power used. A receiver node measures the received signal strength and decides whether the transmission power is too large or too small, and it informs the sender to adjust the transmission power accordingly, improving communication reliability. A few researchers focus on efficient routing algorithms, which are the foundation of data communication. They exploit the delay tolerant network (DTN) concept and postural information [4], [12], [13]. In [12], the authors aim to minimize end-to-end delay by avoid using nodes that have a high storage/buffering delay due to topological disconnections. They develop a probabilistic distance-vector packet based routing algorithm. This algorithm uses a stochastic link cost formulation to capture multi-scale topological localities in human postural movements. It assumes that, if a link is connected in current time slot, the probability that the link will remain connected in the next time slot increases at a fixed rate. This assumption may not hold however in reality. In [13], a few variants of DTN routing are presented in the WBAN context. They implicitly assume that a link has constant quality (by ignoring link quality different in routing), which as we previously discussed is not reasonable due to node mobility and RF energy absorption, and they require each node to have possibly unrealistic restricted mobility, intermittently coming within up to 2-hop distance from the sink. In this paper, we propose a novel routing framework PSR for WBANs. Unlike the aforementioned previous work, PSR does not rely on any of these strong assumptions and adds link quality as a routing metric. It uses a well-established prediction model to predict link quality. The prediction result is exploited in relay node selection to improve routing reliability and in data transmission to resist data injection attacks. We will show that PSR is able to effectively resist these attacks through security analysis in Sec. VI and performance evaluation in Sec. VII. III. N OTATIONS AND



MODELS



Before proceeding further, we define the network model and the security model that PSR is to be developed upon. A nonexhaustive list of notations to be used throughout the rest of the paper can be found in Table I.



TABLE I F REQUENTLY USED NOTATIONS S Tc λ H (i, ki ) Si,j Mi H1 , H2 , Ha , Hb (d, m) Njc ˆc N j



a set of s body sensor nodes {n1 , n2 , · · · , ns } current time slot the length of a single time slot {(i, hi )1≤i≤s } represent (index i, hop count hi ) node index and the corresponding secret key a secret key shared by nodes ni and nj a matrix containing link quality measurements four cryptographic secure hash functions a hash seed and a positive even integer a real neighbor set at the end of Tc a predicted neighbor set at the beginning of Tc
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A. Network model Consider a WBAN composed of s body sensors. We denote by S = {n1 , n2 , · · · , ns } the sensor set and n0 the sink. Every sensor is associated with a unique identifier or index such as MAC address or manufacturer serial number by which it can be distinguished from others. Two nodes are neighbors if they are within each other’s communication range. Each node has some fixed neighbors to which it has a constant distance along the surface of human body in spite of body gestures. For example, a node placed on a wrist may be a fixed neighbor of a node placed on the elbow of the same arm, and vice versa. A communication link between two fixed neighbors is called backbone link. The backbone links alone connect all the nodes together. Considering the critical nature of WBAN applications, these backbone links are necessary in order to guarantee connectivity. Also, it is feasible to establish these links since a WBAN is usually deployed manually. A shortest path tree rooted at the data sink n0 is constructed using backbone links, as shown in Fig. 1. Along this tree, the hop count information H = {(i, hi )1≤i≤s } is obtained, where i is node index and hi the hop count from ni to n0 , and distributed to each sensor node. Although any existing WBAN routing protocol may be applied on individual nodes for identifying routing next hop candidates, for simplicity we use a greedy routing protocol based on the established hop count information to present and evaluate PSR. We do not use real-time hop count information for two reasons: i) maintaining such information is costly when the network topology is changing, and ii) delay induced by using nonshortest paths is not a major concern in such a small-scale network. The logic of greedy forwarding is to move a packet to a node closer to n0 than the node currently holding it. Time is locally slotted by nodes with equal length λ, which is a positive real number, the same for all the nodes. At the beginning of each time slot, ni chooses appropriate routing next hop and authentication policies to follow for the current time slot; at the end of each time slot, it adjusts a few system parameters for better decision making in the next time slot. B. Security model WBANs are subject to both internal attacks and external attacks. Here we consider only external attacks, which are launched by adversaries outside the network. DoS attacks are out of the scope of this work. We do not consider lower-layer
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jamming attacks that block the traffic between two neighboring nodes. Encryption (e.g. symmetric approaches) and hashing prevent eavesdropping attacks and data modification attacks at low cost. Signature approaches realize authenticity and nonrepudiation, but with large computation overhead. Thus we focus on network-layer data injection attacks that make use of the weakness of signature-based authentication to exhaust sensors’ computational resources including CPU cycle and battery power. If nodes are unable to resist such attacks, the network will be paralyzed, and the network lifetime will be shortened. Data injection attacks can be launched in the following three forms: • Exhaustive source authentication attacks, where the attacker repeatedly sends false authentication requests; • Exhaustive data authentication attacks, where the attacher continuously sends false data packets to a node; • Data replay attacks, where the attacker uses eavesdropped security materials to inject forged data packets. IV. P RIMITIVES In this section, we introduce autoregression and a security initialization that will be used in PSR. A. Autoregression The autoregressive (AR) model is a tool for understanding and predicting a time series of data [14]. It can be used to estimate the current term zk of the series by a linear weighted sum of previous p terms (i.e., observations) in the series. The model order p is generally less than the length of the series. Formally, AR(p) is defined as zk = c +



p X



φo zk−i + ǫk ,



i=1



where c is a constant standing for the mean of the series, φi autoregression coefficients, and ǫk the zero-mean Gaussian white noise error term. For simplicity, c is often omitted. The derivation of AR(p) involves determining the coefficients φi for i ∈ [1 · · · p] that give a good prediction. The model can be updated continuously as new samples arrive so as to ensure accuracy, or it may be recomputed when the
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prediction error, i.e., the difference between the predicted value and the true measurement, is very large. In [9], a simplified AR model is presented and used for neighborhood prediction. This model can be updated through trivial calculus, greatly reducing the requirement on the computational power of the nodes that implement it. Thus, it becomes embeddable on tiny and computationally weak body sensors, and we adopt the model later in PSR for link quality prediction. B. Security initialization Initially, system parameters are configured and embedded in every node as follows. At the first step, given a security parameter k ∈ Z+ , the administrator runs a bilinear pairing generator [15] on input k to generate a prime q, two groups G1 , G2 of order q, and an admissible bilinear map e : G1 × G1 → G2 . The administrator then chooses a random generator P ∈ G1 , a random s ∈ Z∗q , and four cryptographic hash function H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G∗1 , H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q , and Ha , Hb : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗. The administrator computes Ppub = sP and sends PP = hq, G1 , G2 , e, P, Ppub , H1 i to the nodes and the sink. At the second step, for ni , the administrator computes Qi = H1 (ni ) ∈ G∗1 , and sets its private key ki = sQi . For the sink node n0 , it also computes Q0 = H1 (n0 ) and a private key k0 = sQ0 . All the nodes keep their private keys secretly. At the third step, the administrator sends hop count information H to every node. The session key Si,j between nodes ni and nj can be non-interactively calculated as Si,j = e(H1 (ni ), H1 (nj ))s = e(ki , H1 (nj )) = e(H1 (ni ), kj ) by using bilinear pairing property. Then, if ni uses a symmetric key encryption scheme E to encrypt data with Si,j and sends the ciphertext C = E(Si,j , data) to nj , nj can decrypt C by a symmetric key decryption scheme D and obtains data = D(Si,j , C). Since Si,j is known only to nodes ni and nj , nj is able to secretly obtain data and check if the ciphertext C is generated by ni . Note that we do not adopt a simple setting in which all the nodes share the same key. The reason is as follows. Nodes could be compromised (such situation is not considered here though) and reveal the key to attackers, putting the entire network at risk [16]. V. P REDICTION BASED S ECURE



AND



R ELIABLE ROUTING



In this section, we propose a novel distributed Predictionbased Secure and Reliable routing framework (PSR) for WBANs. PSR can be integrated with any routing protocol to improve the latter’s reliability and security performance. It is composed of two sub-algorithms Next-hop selection and Data transmission, both of which employ prediction-based techniques to help nodes make decisions on routing and data
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processing. As shown in Fig. 2, at the beginning of each time slot, nodes use the link quality measurements collected in the past time slots to predict neighborhood conditions (link quality and neighbor set) in the current time slot and run the two algorithms with respect to the prediction results, and at the end of each time slot, they use real conditions measured during the time slot to update the prediction model. Here, we present PSR with autoregressive model [9] being used for prediction due to its simplicity. But nevertheless, it can be replaced with any other prediction model as needed. Below we elaborate the two sub-algorithms with respect to an arbitrary sensor node ni and an arbitrary time slot Tc . A. Next hop selection Node ni maintains matrix Mi (s × p) that stores the link quality measurements between itself and every other node in the network for the immediate past p time slots. Here p is a pre-defined system parameter. Link quality is characterized by the received signal power at the receiver side. In this matrix, each row corresponds to a unique node; the k-th column indicates the link quality between ni and the other s nodes in Tc−p+k−1 (the current time slot is Tc ). The matrix is initially empty. It is possible that some rows remain to have only 0 values since the corresponding node may have never been neighboring with ni during the p time slots. Because a WBAN is a small-scale network of only a few nodes, it is feasible that each node maintains such a link quality matrix. Figure 3 comparatively shows Mi at the beginning of Tc and Tc+1 . Based on this link quality matrix, ni builds an orderp autoregressive model. At the beginning of Tc , using this model ni predicts the link quality with every other node, and it chooses a neighbor that has the best predicted link quality among those closer to the sink than itself as next hop (greedy forwarding). If the prediction model is not established yet, the backbone-link based shortest path tree will be used conservatively for packet forwarding as the backbone links have relatively stable quality. In the sequel, ni transmits every data packet with the selected next hop as a designated receiver. All the neighbors hear the data transmission of ni and measure the received signal power (i.e., link quality). They then reply ni with an acknowledgement (ACK) carrying the measurements whether they are the intended receiver or not.
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A detailed description of data transmission and acknowledging is presented in the next subsection. By receiving ACKs from neighboring nodes, ni knows the average quality of the incidental links to them during Tc and updates Mi with the average results at the end of Tc . Note that, if an expected ACK does not arrive from a node, ni will consider the corresponding link quality measurement to be −∞. B. Data transmission Node ni shares with another node nj a set of secret tokens if they have successfully authenticated each other. For each data packet to be sent, ni checks if it has a valid token with every nj in the network. Having a valid token with nj means being recognized by it. Thus, ni starts the data authentication immediately if the check results are all positive. Otherwise, it has to first start source authentication with the nj s for which the check results are negative. To tolerate occasional transmission failure, ni initiates source authentication up to the maximum number of times. After all the authentication retrials or after having a valid token with every other node, ni proceeds with the data transmission. The set of tokens shared between ni and nj are a sequence of hash values, like hH m (d), H m−1 (d), · · · , H(d)i, where H is a function defined as H 2k (d) = Hak (d) and H 2k−1 (d) = Hbk (d) for any integer k ≥ 1 (refer to Sec. IV-B for the definition of functions Ha and Hb ). The token set is therefore partitioned evenly into two disjoint portions used respectively by ni and nj for authenticating packets. In each data transmission, ni attaches a single token from its portion to the data packet. The token is placed at the beginning of the packet if nj is the next hop, or at the end otherwise. Tokens are used one by one in a pre-defined order; once used, they are no longer secrets and become invalid for future use. Every data packet sent by ni contains a token for every neighbor nj , which is therefore able to authenticate the packet. This is because that the valid tokens are secrets shared only between ni and nj , and outside attackers can obtain valid tokens only if data transmission failure happens (the analysis can be found in Sec. VI). For each authenticated data packet from ni , nj identifies whether or not it is the intended receiver (i.e., the next hop) and responsible for packet forwarding by checking the token’s position in the packet, and it also replies ni with an ACK packet, enabling ni to measure the quality of the link between them. The ACK packet is authenticated similarly using a token from nj ’s portion of the token set.
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1) Source authentication: The center of data transmission is obviously the processes of source authentication and data authentication. We first elaborate source authentication, which enables two neighboring nodes ni and nj to authenticate each other. Figure 4 shows a source authentication process between these two nodes in Tc . It consists of two steps. At the first step, ni broadcasts i||u||v||mi as a source authentication request to all the neighboring nodes. Here, mi contains the current time slot Tc and the number m of tokens to be generated, and the pair (u, v) is an identity based signature on message mi using the signature scheme [17]. Each neighbor nj then verifies ) the signature by computing r = e(Qe(u,P v and checking if i ,Ppub ) v=H2 (mi , r). If the equality holds, nj accepts the signature and replies ni with h′ ||j||i at the second step; otherwise, it stops the authentication process. Here, h′ = H m+1 (d) is a hash value, where d = r · Si,j . From security initialization (see Sec. IV-B), since Si,j is only known by ni and nj , they are able to calculate d. In the source authentication request, if ni receives h′ , ni knows that nj must have received the request and then reveals h′ in Tc . Notably, r is a random value and d will be generated independently for different source authentications. They will not use d in data transmissions and therefore others will not be able to calculate Si,j = d/r. After a successful source authentication, nodes ni and nj agree upon the use of (d, m) for data authentications. 2) Data authentication: It is carried out for every packet and enables receiver nj to ascertain that a packet is indeed from sender ni as it claims to be. By source authentication, (d, m) are established and recorded by both nodes ni and nj . After the source authentication, it is required that ni use token H m−2k+2 (d) for sending the k-th data packet dk to nj and nj then uses token H m−2k+1 (d) for sending back the corresponding ACK to ni . The sequence information k is contained in dk . This data authentication process is illustrated in Fig. 5. It consists of two steps. At the first step, ni sends h||j||Cj to nj , where h = H m−2k+2 (d) is a valid token and Cj is a ciphertext of the combination of dk and h. At the second step, nj checks whether the embedded token is used for the first time. It is able to do the check because it knows all the used tokens. If the token is indeed used for the first time, nj proceeds to decrypt Cj . If the h obtained by the decryption equals to the one outside Cj , then nj believes in the integrity of the data packet and replies ni with h′ ||i||ACK, where h′ = H m−2k+1 (d) is a valid token and ACK indicates
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the successful recipient of dk and reports the link quality qk . If any of the above checks fails, nj stops the process and ignores the packet. After receiving the ACK, ni performs similar checks and retrieves qk . Note that tokens h and h′ can be only used for the k-th data packet of ni after the last source authentication. If m − 2k + 2 ≤ 0, ni has to start a new source authentication process with nj for a new tuple (d, m) in Tc+1 . Further, if ni does not receive any ACK with valid tokens from nj within Tc , it marks all the unused tokens with nj invalid, and a new source authentication is needed in Tc+1 . The data authentication process between ni and nj indicates that each data authentication consumes a token pair (h, h′ ) in the shared token set between ni and nj . In fact, each data authentication has to consume a token pair between ni and its every neighbor in order for ni to be able to measure the link quality with them. Suppose that ni has k neighbors {n1i , n2i , · · · , nki } in addition to the next hop nj . Let (hl , h′l ) be the token pair between ni and neighbor nli , 1 ≤ l ≤ k, which are respectively from the token sets that ni shares with those neighbors. At the first step of data authentication, ni attaches tokens h1 , h2 , · · · , hk to the end of a data packet, i.e., h||j||Cj ||h1 || · · · ||hk ; at the second step, neighbor nli , 1 ≤ l ≤ k responds with an ACK carrying h′l , i.e., h′l ||i||ACK. Note that nli only verifies the tokens in the data packet without putting any effort on processing Cj , since its token does not appear at the beginning of the packet (i.e., it is not the intended receiver) and Cj can be decrypted only by the indented receiver. C. Disabling source authentication Source authentication is much more costly than data authentication as it requires decryption operations while data authentication only involves equality checks. If there are many false source authentication requests, as a receiver ni will waste significant resources on processing them. To deal with this problem, ni may adaptively enable or disable its source authentication function in Tc according to predicted neighborhood change and prediction accuracy. Specifically, ni chooses the set Nˆic of possible neighbors at the beginning of Tc by checking the link quality prediction results (see Sec. V-A): a node is a possible neighbor if the corresponding link quality is predicted to have a value beyond certain threshold (a.k.a. receiver sensitivity). At the end of Tc , ni computes the real neighbor set Nic in Tc based on the received ACKs during the time slot. Then it decides



whether to disable source authentication for Tc+1 , based on ˆ c and N ˆ c−1 . If N c = Nˆ c and N ˆ c = Nˆ c−1 , ni Nic , N i i i i i i is in source authentication disabled mode (SAD) (or source authentication enabled (SAE) mode otherwise) as shown in Fig. 6. This condition implies that the prediction is accurate and the neighbor set is not expected to change; thus it is not necessary to perform source authentication. If the link quality ˆ c is not available. In prediction model is not established yet, N i this case, source authentication has to be enabled by default. Source authentication is also periodically opened in order to accommodate unexpected legitimate neighbors. VI. S ECURITY



ANALYSIS



In this section, we analyze the security properties of the PSR framework. Specifically, following the security model discussed in Sec. III-B, our analysis focuses on the resilience of PSR against data injection attacks including exhaustive source authentication attacks, exhaustive data authentication attacks and data replay attacks. A. Resilience to exhaustive source authentication attacks Fig. 4 shows the source authentication process. The sender node ni computes an identity based signature (u, v) on message mi and sends u||v||mi as authentication request to a node nj at the first step. By checking v=H2 (mi , r) where ) r = e(Qe(u,P v , nj knows whether the request is made by i ,Ppub ) ni or not. Specifically, if r = e(R, P )x , nj will be able to calculate u = xR + vsQi . Since vsQi = vki can be only generated by ni using its private key ki , nj is able to confirm that the signature (u, v) on mi is indeed generated by ni . This confirmation guarantees that nj detects false source authentication requests. This signature-based approach consumes relatively intensive computational resources (compared with hash-based data authentication). However, nj does not always respond to source authentication requests. It records the real neighbor sets in the past and uses a prediction model to estimate the future neighbor sets (one time slot ahead). Such information assists it in making a wise decision: to disable the source authentication function when it is not necessary, i.e., when neighbor set is not changing and current neighbors have already been authenticated. In this way, most false source authentication requests can be directly ignored. Such an attack can still consume some computational resources of a receiver node when the node periodically enables source authentication for accepting new neighboring nodes. But the attack capability is significantly reduced. B. Resilience to exhaustive data authentication attacks A receiver node accepts only data packets that contain valid tokens. Recall that the tokens are created in a reverse order of hash values and initially known only to the sender and receiver nodes. Therefore, attackers cannot obtain the tokens in advance of the transmissions. Any false data packet will be rejected directly by the receiver node if attached the token is invalid (either unrecognized or already used).



VII. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION In this section, we evaluate PSR through an extensive set of simulations. According to Sec. II, there are only a few multihop routing protocols designed for WBANs, none of which use link quality as routing metric. We choose to compare PSR (the version described in Sec. V) with a static tree-based routing protocol [10], referred to as Backbone, where sensors route data packets toward the data sink along a shortest path tree constructed using backbone links (see Sec. III-A). The Backbone protocol is reliable compared with other existing
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C. Resilience to data replay attacks If a data transmission fails at the receiver node, a data replay attacker may use the intercepted tokens and inject forged information into the network. In this case, the receiver node has to consume additional computation power to detect these forged data packets by decryption operations. We show that such attack capability can be limited in terms of attacking period and numbers of valid tokens. By adopting the hash chain technique, if H m−2x+2 (d) is received and the x-th data packet is checked by the receiver node, the data packet with tokens H m−2y+2 (d) for 1 ≤ y ≤ x will not be accepted anymore. This is because the y-th data packet cannot arrive later than the x-th data packet (packets are transmitted sequentially along a single hop). The possible attacking period is therefore largely reduced (see Theorem 1 below). Theorem 2 further indicates that the attacker can only obtain a limited number of valid tokens and thus attack the network a limited number of times. We denote the receive probability of nj on a single transaction by ρ. Theorem 1: If ni consumes k tokens from a token set for data authentication in every time slot, then a data replay attacker A has an average attacking period PA = (1−ρ)·λ ρ·k available for each eavesdropped token h. Proof: If A eavesdrops a token h from ni ’s transaction in Tc , the token may be already received by nj . Thus A can replay token h to exhaust nj ’s computational resources with probability 1 − ρ during time period λ/k. In addition, if the next transaction of ni fails, A can use h to attack for an additional time period λ/k, totally 2λ/k. Thus, we are able to obtain the average attacking period for token h as follows: (1−ρ)·λ x xλ PA = Σ+∞ x=1 ρ(1 − ρ) · k = ρ·k . Theorem 2: If ni consumes k tokens from a token set for data authentication in every time slot, then a data replay attacker A can obtain 2k − 1 valid tokens at most. Proof: If no less than 2k valid tokens are obtained by A, the data authentications by ni must fail in two or three successive time slots. However, this is impossible as we show below. If data authentications fail in two successive time slots, ni will not receive any ACKs from nj in the first time slot and stop using the rest of the tokens. In this case, A can obtain at most k tokens. If data authentication fail in three successive time slots, ni will not receive any ACKs from nj in the second time slot and stop using tokens in the third time slot. In this case, A can obtain at most 2k − 1 tokens. Thus, A obtains 2k − 1 valid tokens at most.
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protocols, because the tree is a fixed structure with relatively stable links in the presence of postural mobility. It can thus be a good benchmark algorithm. As we will see, PSR outperforms Backbone in reliability and has desired security performance. A. Simulation setup We consider a WBAN deployed on the body of a person with height 1.7m. The network is composed of 12 nodes. As shown in Fig. 7, the data sink n0 is placed on the waist; the others are placed on knees, ankles, shoulders, wrists and head. A shortest path tree rooted at n0 is built using backbone links (see Sec. III-A) and shown by dotted lines. Similar WBAN settings can be found in [3], [10]. A well-defined and simplified channel model given by IEEE 802.15 task group 6 [18] is adopted in our simulation. The path loss between any two sensors deployed above body surface is given by: P L(d)[dB] = a × log10 (d) + b + N where a and b are coefficients of linear fitting, d is the direct distance between nodes ni and nj , N is a random variable of zero-mean normal distribution with standard deviation σN . We choose one of the suggested values by IEEE 802.15 task group 6 [18] under the frequency band 2.4GHz outdoors (a = 29.3, b = −16.8, σN = 6.89). Given the direct distance between ni and nj , the path loss can be calculated. Furthermore, we consider a noise model where the received signal power is given by: Pr (d)[dBm] = Ps − P L(d) − N0 where Ps represents the transmission power, Pr the received signal power, and N0 the noise power. On one hand, the transmission power of body sensors must be kept less than an upper bound (13.98 dBm [18]) in order not to produce any harm to tissues. On the other hand, it must be strong enough to ensure the successful transmission, i.e., to maintain Pr at a certain level so that the receiver is able to filter data from noise. Under these circumstances, we define the minimum requirement of successful delivery with a power margin, and consider that a packet can be decoded correctly if
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and only if the ratio of received signal power to noise power is larger than the power margin. In our simulation, the power margin is 10 dB and the receiver sensitivity −90 dBm [19]. We repeatedly alternate the body posture between sitting and standing, each of which lasts a fixed period of time (i.e., 50 or 200 simulated time slots). The postural mobility has direct impact on link quality. For example, from Fig. 7 we can see that the quality of the link from ankle-mounted sensor n3 to data sink n0 (received signal power at n0 ) in sitting status is higher than that in standing status. B. Simulation results 1) Prediction accuracy: We set the AR model order p = 20, posture period = 200 time slots, and employ a slidingwindow technique for smoothing the noisy link quality measurements (i.e., received signal power). Specifically, we slide a window of certain size w (in time slot) along the time series, compute the average of the measurements within the window, and input the results into the AR model for prediction. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the predicted values and the true values between nodes n3 and n0 , respectively with w = 1 and w = 20. We observe that when w = 1 the predicted link quality varies significantly along with the real values. The big variation is due to random channel noise. It hides the regularity of link quality brought by periodic postural mobility and renders the prediction results useless. In the case of w = 20, the regularity can be easily observed. Thus, we choose w = 20 in the rest of our simulation. Figures 8(c) and 8(d) show the influence of posture period on link quality prediction with p = 20 and w = 20. It can be seen that the trends of predicted values well matches that of the real values for the link from n3 to n0 whether posture period is set to 50 time slots or 200 time slots. The above results indicate that link quality can be predicted, and the prediction can be exploited to enable better link selection to improve routing reliability.
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2) Reliability performance: Figure 9(a) shows that n3 is able to find a better link by PSR than by Backbone. We observe that the packet dropping rate for the single hop from n3 toward n0 is reduced from 0.6 to 0.2. This per-hop reliability gain helps nodes improve end-to-end routing reliability. We also find out that the gain slightly changes over different window sizes. The reason is that the channel condition is extremely unstable, and the random channel noise and vibrating path loss diminish the difference of the results. From Fig. 9(b), it is observed that as transmission power increases, per hope packet dropping rate in both PSR and Backbone decreases, and PSR slowly loses its advantage over Backbone. This is because high transmission power increases link quality in general and diminishes the reliability difference due to algorithm design. Figures 9(c) and 9(d) show end-to-end packet dropping rate and average hop count between different sensors and the data sink n0 . It can be observed that PSR outperforms Backbone in both aspects. The reason is that nodes when adopting PSR are able to find a better relay path by referring to link quality prediction results. If two nodes become each other’s neighbor due to the body movement, the node with smaller hop count may be selected as a relay for the node with larger hop count (subject to link quality check) in PSR. Such opportunistic routing enables nodes to save more energy by reducing the number of relaying. For instance, according to Fig. 7, n3 may directly transmit a data packet to n5 for sitting status, rather than going through n4 , and the hop count to n0 is reduced to 2 from 3 (in Backbone). 3) Security performance: Data authentication is realized by simple equality check. Hence, we focus on source authentication cost. We examine three source authentication policies in the context of PSR: exhaustive authentication, periodic authentication, and adaptive authentication. The exhaustive authentication policy requires each node to check every source authentication request in any time slot; periodic authentication
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policy requires that each node periodically checks source authentication requests at regular intervals (set to 20 time slots in our simulation); adaptive authentication policy inherits the periodic authentication policy, and it additionally requires each node to adaptively disable or enable source authentication (see Sec. V-C). We define authentication cost as the number of false source authentication requests that a node responds to. In our simulation, an attacker sends every node 1000 false source authentication requests, one per time slot. Figure 10 shows authentication cost and end-to-end packet dropping rate of three nodes n3 , n6 , n11 during 1000 time slots with the three authentication policies being applied. Among the three policies, we observe that the exhaustive one achieves the lowest packet dropping rate. This is because nodes do not miss any neighbor and are always able to find the best link (i.e., with highest received signal power at the other side) as next hop. But this policy has the highest authentication cost due to its exhaustive nature. The periodic policy leads to the opposite performance: highest packet dropping rate and lowest authentication cost. It is because nodes are often unable to discover and use quality links as source authentication is blindly closed at fixed intervals. The performance of adaptive policy as expected is in between. It achieves low packet dropping rate (comparable to the exhaustive policy’s) at small authentication cost (comparable to the periodic policy’s) due to the intelligent source authentication enabling/disabling. In particular, the resultant authentication cost is less than 300, meaning that over 70% false requests are directly filtered. VIII. C ONCLUSION In this paper, we proposed a prediction-based secure and reliable routing framework (PSR) for WBANs. This framework requires each sensor node to locally maintain a prediction model and obtain the neighborhood conditions in the immediate future. With the prediction results, the nodes can choose the incidental links of the best quality for packet relay to improve routing reliability and adaptively enable/disable source authentication function to resist data injection attacks. Through both analysis and simulation, we demonstrated that PSR indeed enables secure and reliable routing. Currently, PSR uses an exhaustive ACK technique to measure link quality: a receiver node acknowledges every authenticate data packet. Although an ACK packet is much smaller than a data packet in size and its transmission cost is considered negligible, there may possibly be a large number of ACKs
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